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All Evidence Points To Bombings Being Staged
Infowars.com
April 27, 2013

It took a while but the Feds finally came clean to having prior knowledge of deceased bombing suspect Tamerlan Tsarnaev. They also
had his mother on a terrorist watch list.
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112 Responses to “All Evidence Points To Bombings Being Staged”

1. Unalienable says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:36 am

“It was a bright cold day in April, and the clocks were striking thirteen.”
- George Orwell, first line of his novel 1984.

13 SWAT team police (count ‘em) encroaching on Boston house.
bumperpress.com/1984.php

Reply
factfinder2013 says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:38 am

Wow, they was looking for a lunatic…

Reply
2. buddhatrue says:

April 27, 2013 at 10:31 am

This Boston Bombing was completely staged with fake victims, fake blood, and fake lost limbs (especially the wheelchair guy has the most fake looking wounds
of all!!). I just feel really sad for these two brothers. Just imagine: you think you are starting to become a CIA agent and then suddenly they are chasing you down
and shooting at you. I can’t imagine the fear the younger brother must have had as he was hiding in that boat. And then what they did to him! Terrible!

Reply
factfinder2013 says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:32 am

Fake blood?

Fake victims?

Insane.

Reply
buddhatrue says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:35 am

Yes, fake, fake, fake…..absolutely fake.

Reply
factfinder2013 says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:36 am

Idiot.

3. Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:24 am

whoa….

Reply
4. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 10:24 am

Even if you disagree with Jones about a full fledged government conspiracy, at minimum you can’t deny there is enough there to show something other than the
official narrative went on. In addition, people can’t disagree with the main message of Freedom and Liberty if they are patriot Americans and NOT socialists. The
nightly MSNBC hosts are avowed socialists. They fundamentally hate the core tenants of the original Constitution and Bill of Rights. These socialist and
neoconservative Americans want to gut those sacred ideals.

Reply
5. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 10:23 am

In the very same interview where they are showing pictures of the brothers, he says something to the effect that the public should not look at other pictures
because they don’t want to waste resources on tips that they think would not help. Then, a few moments later, he says something to the effect that there is no tip
too small and everything can help.

Kind of leaves the listener wondering which of the two views is their real stance, if you know what I mean.

Is it one or the other, or whichever is convenient at any given moment to suit what they are saying at that given moment?

Reply
factfinder2013 says:
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April 27, 2013 at 10:25 am

Yes because of the internet frenzy, everyone wanted to be the next sherlock holmes.

That’s why reddit appoligises, naming and shaming people.

Reply
6. factfinder2013 says:

April 27, 2013 at 10:18 am

Also please explain this.

If you have these so called pictures of them fitting prosthetics on these so called actors.

Wouldn’t you also see people throwing out buckets of red paint?

Come on guys.

Reply
7. sovilo says:

April 27, 2013 at 10:18 am

Still don’t believe? Please look up ‘perception management’. It is real research which is used by the government (stated in the research by PSYCHOLOGISTS) to
manipulate the opinions of the public to change their views and to accept new policies that they otherwise would not have. This is done by creating ‘events’ and
using the media to manipulate the public into thinking a certain way, done by rousing the emotions, i.e. X number of people killed, hurt etc. Anyone that does not
follow the crowd (crowd manipulation) is outcasted and considered ‘weird’, eg. conspiracy theorist. They want you to turn against someone that does not believe
the government and mainstream media because they deviate from the norm. Look at ANY media article talking about people not following the news, they are
said to be weirdos in ‘tin-foil’ hats. This is an attempt to discredit them. You can also find videos on youtube of Bush saying how he used the media to plant fake
news stories to further political agender. It’s all there. The funny thing is that it is coming from the horses mouth but you won’t listen to that either because you
are not comfortable with thinking that you can be so easily manipulated. “Oh gee, but it was on the news!”. So what? Again, look up perception management and
the admissions from the horses mouths themselves.

Reply
8. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 10:15 am

The conspiracy is as non-existent as Jones’ hair line.

Reply
Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:22 am

You should loosen the tin-foil.

Reply
9. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 10:14 am

Im glad some of the sandy hoax crisis got hurt in the blast thats what they get for lying to us

Reply
10. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 10:12 am

nice piece, spell it out with crayons for the brain dead among us

Reply
11. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 10:03 am

The government trolls that are trying to keep this false flag sory together have their tin foil hats on too tight

Reply
factfinder2013 says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:03 am

You are the only one with a tin foil hat.

Reply
DILLG79 says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:14 am

NICE COMEBACK! I KNOW YOU ARE, BUT WHAT AM I? IS THIS PEE WEE HERMAN?  NOW, GO BACK TO HELL WHERE YOU
COME FROM.

Reply
12. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 10:01 am

Guy gets his legs blown off and theres no blood on his own hands or on the ground? Fake fake fake even more fake than obangos birth certificate
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Reply
factfinder2013 says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:04 am

Research blast victims.

Reply
Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:08 am

Look at the picture of him and gay cowboy wheeling him off in wheelchair, now look at the ground- no blood=fake!

Reply
factfinder2013 says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:15 am

He had a tourniquet preventing blood loss..

my god you people.

A tourniquet is a constricting or compressing device, specifically a bandage, used to control venous and arterial circulation to an extremity for
a period of time. Pressure is applied circumferentially upon the skin and underlying tissues of a limb; this pressure is transferred to the walls of
vessels, causing them to become temporarily occluded. It is generally used as a tool for a medical professional in applications such as
cannulation or to stem the flow of traumatic bleeding, especially by military medics. The tourniquet is usually applied when the patient is in a
life-threatening state as a result of continuous bleeding.

Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:19 am

Do try to keep-up shill. The ‘tourniquet’ used was a simple 12 inch bandage, yet there was no blood. Not a drop. No blood trail, nothing.

For an amputee to be positioned on a wheelchair horizontally, at no vertical angle, the arteries would have been gushing blood.

Try again, shillbot!

Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:20 am

I saw all that about his legs being a fake injury on a prothesus…I do find it all a little bizzare, and it would be great to see his recent surgury
sew job too…

And it was even more bizzare that he was up on his own in a wheelchair visiting another patient but only a couple days after such major
trauma…..

I really thought the bombing was / is real…but there is some wierd stuff there….while there was shrappnel that appeared to hit that guy in the
leg who fell…mostly it was all a big concussion bomb w/ lots of smoke….

maybe mirrors too??? 

13. Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:00 am

Way to go Alex Jones. This is a real piece of journalism. At least Fox backed off a little bit. At least FOX backed off then had Beck on their network. But,
MSNBC is a disgrace to journalism with their continued attempts to discredit and attack infowars and help their President’s administration cover up the truth with
shameful pieces by Maddow and others. Alex has a very poisonous snake by the tail.

Reply
TheIlluminatiAreReptiles says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:06 am

Even after the head is decapitated, such a snake can be dangerous.

Reply
DILLG79 says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:07 am

FOX IS A JOKE! NEXT VICTIM PLEASE!

Reply
14. DILLG79 says:

April 27, 2013 at 9:51 am

“BREAKING NEWS” !!! THE ANSWER TO 1776 IS DAN BIDONDI ! NOW: “UNLEASH THE KRAKKEN” !!! 

Reply
15. factfinder2013 says:

April 27, 2013 at 9:48 am

Ok nut-jobs answer one question for me.

Why the running street battles with the police and his surrender, and final admission?
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Reply
DILLG79 says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:52 am

TALK MUCH??? 

Reply
factfinder2013 says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:57 am

Not everything is a conspiracy.

Reply
DILLG79 says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:03 am

MUST BE: WHEN IT COMES TO ENGLISH. 

Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:10 am

Not everything but this sure is

Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:24 am

Oh you again. You have been trolling here for days along with doublebubble. You have no credibility and you have no game except for lame
stupid disinfo.

factfinder2013 says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:35 am

Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:24 am
Oh you again. You have been trolling here for days along with doublebubble. You have no credibility and you have no game except for lame
stupid disinfo.

Says the Anonymous one..

You people..lol

Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:06 am

What evidence is there of the running street battles? Show me video proof becsuse it looks like the feds murdered 1 man who did not fo anything and
attempted to murder his brother after they both surrendered

Reply
factfinder2013 says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:12 am

Have you not even bothered to look?

There are sources on youtube of a shoot-out, as well as pictures of the rampage.

But not, lets ‘think’ of this ‘naked man’.

Yesterday the Car-jack victim gave a media interview with the Boston globe.

I suppose that is incorrect too?

You people only make yourselves look more idiotic.

I told you, these 2 individuals killed and maimed and planed further attacks.

Instead of thinking of some conspiracy, you should be wanting to know why the FBI dropped the ball in this one.

Reply
Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:17 am

How do you know what he confessed to or has said prior to being caught? Do u just believe everything that is put out their without proof?

Reply
16. angrywhitegoy says:

April 27, 2013 at 9:47 am

This event will hopefully expose the Sandy Hook hoax as well but mostly it will seperate the “i can’t believe its butter” crowd from the “..just take the damn flu
shot” crowd.

Reply
TJ says:
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April 27, 2013 at 9:51 am

Agree.

Reply
17. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 9:43 am

While I appreciate your sarcasm Anonymous, it’s even more respectable, you responded with a fact based argument. Unfortunately, your facts are wrong. You
referred to the National Guard troops. However, the National Guard troops you pointed out were in green camouflage uniforms. This article should help you-
www[dot]army.[dot]/article/202694 I suggest you review that official news article then go back and review the footage of these soldiers (in uniform) pulling back
the fence and helping the wounded.

The Navy SEALs I referred to were in urban tactical gear. You can spot them by their signature tan tactical pants, black shirts and jackets, black backpacks, and
black ball caps with a well known SEAL skull emblem on them. If you research former SEALs discussing urban ops, you will find out what they keep in those
backpacks, as well as, why they don’t dress in green camouflage. Alex Jones had former Special Forces soldiers call in and explain this during his show the day
after the bombing who gave a great gear review. Further, it should seem interesting to your that all of these team members have the same skull emblems, in
addition to, hand held scanners and comms equipment.

As for the agents shadowing the brothers, maybe you should start with noticing the SEALs first. It can be a little shocking to your system the first time you see
things hiding in plain sight. Lastly, I applaud that you’ve been honest enough to engage in facts.

Reply
18. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 9:20 am

Infowars, you must expose ‘Jeff Bauman’, we have discovered that he was ALREADY an amputee, with a finger missing from his left hand.

We have undeniable proof that crisis actors were used at this event.

youtube.com/watch?v=rV9Vh7QGPHE#!

Please, look into ‘Jeff Bauman’ AKA ‘Nick Vogt’ — This guy was an Afghanistan vet who already lost his freaking legs. It’s the SAME guy as WHEELCHAIR
GUY. The guy was even profiled by the freaking huffington post last year for his role in ‘Wounded Warriors’.

We have them. This is it. Nick Vogt is the smoking gun.

Reply
factfinder2013 says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:21 am

We have undeniable proof that crisis actors were used at this event.

What!

What proof?

The evidence is in hospital you moron!

Reply
TJ says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:39 am

This troll is a foreigner.
He just gave himself away by not being able to even speak English correctly.
They are so lame. Hope it’s worth the pay. He’s probably sitting in Tel Aviv.
The truth on this is out, and no amount of stupid conintel is going to change it.

Reply
TheIlluminatiAreReptiles says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:42 am

Tel Aviv, but still on the payroll of DHS.

Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:43 am

Dig around for this character ‘Nick Vogt’, you’ll be SURPRISED what you find! This is no joke man, 100% real deal.

This is the same guy, a war vet amputee and is missing his left pinky, who was rolled out of that scene in a wheelchair making it look like he
got his legs blown off.

Say whatever you want shills, this is already going viral. You can’t stop this wave, better find a new job, maybe Burger King is hiring!

factfinder2013 says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:46 am

Really?

HAHA

You people jump to conclusion before you know any of the facts.
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Also I’m not from Israel.

TJ says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:41 am

Great post, and yes this is going viral.
and YES- they used crisis actors for Sandy Hoax as well.

Reply
Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:58 am

There is plenty of evidence from photos and videos that one of the explosions was not a real bomb and the injuries were fake, while the other bomb was
real and did hurt people.

However, Bauman and Vogt are not the same guy. You can do a quick Google images search and compare photos. Different nose, chine, ears and hairline.
The nose is especially different. Bauman’s is thin and pointed, while Vogt’s is wider and more bulbous looking.

The ‘missing pinky’ photo of Bauman is very blurry and not conclusive.

Claiming these two are the same man when they obviously are NOT the same man downplays the legitimacy of very solid evidence that this was a false
flag event. If someone decides to research online or go to youtube and they find this nonsense first instead of finding legitimate evidence first, then they are
probably going to shrug off everything.

Please stop spreading this nonsensical crap, it is hurting legitimate efforts.

Reply
factfinder2013 says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:06 am

Where is this evidence?

Reply
Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 10:22 am

How can you deny it’s the same guy? There are images of Voght doing pushup’s as an amputee! He was just injured in 2011 in Afghanistan.

Check out the ‘image’ of ‘Bauman’ with his left pinky shredded up in the hospital. It looks like a freaking fake prosthetic. You can’t tell me that’s a
co-incidence.

Same hand, same pinky, !!!

Reply
19. TJ says:

April 27, 2013 at 9:17 am

Agree Alex, totally staged. To a higher degree than most realize.
The leg injury was an amputee with a fake prosthetic.
You can see it being attached and fake blood being poured.
Yeah I think it’s staged.

Reply
factfinder2013 says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:19 am

Sure it was.

In fantasy island.

Reply
Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:21 am

He’s 100% right. Look up ‘Jeff Bauman’ and ‘Nick Vogt’ —they are the SAME GUY. Even missing a pinky on the left hand.

‘Jeff Bauman’ is his stage name bro, it’s true! Go digging! It’s already going viral!

Reply
factfinder2013 says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:26 am

Hmm, so what about the 8 year old boy?

I suppose he was a dummy from madame tussauds, and the fact that 2 other human beings lost their lives.

No matter how you try spin this, the truth will always come out.

You are wrong about this you know.

TheIlluminatiAreReptiles says:
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April 27, 2013 at 9:32 am

factfinder2013 DHS employee:

You are an unAmerican bastard.

Reply
factfinder2013 says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:34 am

You’re a fool.

TJ says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:34 am

That’s where you trolls live. Fantasy Island, better known as MSM.
Drank that Kool-Aid before. Not anymore.

Reply
factfinder2013 says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:36 am

LOL, you drink Alex cool-aid.

Very ignorant people, you have lost all your credibility now.

I even agreed with parts of the 911, yes very strange. I am also aware of the elite.

But you have got it wrong on this one.

Time to stop.

20. Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:02 am

to find the true perpetrator
one must ask
Who Benefits from the action

the Watcher

Reply
Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:54 am

What if multiple people could have benefited?

Reply
21. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 9:02 am

GUYS!! The Washington Post just released an article saying that officials have CONFIRMED that Dzhokhar Tsaernaev DID NOT have firearms with him in the
boat! If he didn’t have any firearms, how the hell did he shoot himself in the neck? Why did law officers claim he tried to commit suicide? Here is a link to the
article: wapo.st/12IX2l3

Reply
TheIlluminatiAreReptiles says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:08 am

Repost unabbreviated link with [dot] inserted. Forum software doesn’t allow hyperlinks (unfortunately).

Reply
Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:45 am

What the hell? it’s not a hyperlink, just copy and paste it into your address bar.

Reply
TheIlluminatiAreReptiles says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:57 am

Sorry. I just tried it like you said and it worked find. Thank you for the link.

22. Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:01 am

so why did they have to ask the people who the freak these guys were?
ARE THEY

totally in·com·pe·tent
/inˈkämpətənt/
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Adjective
Not having the necessary skills to do something successfully.
Noun
An incompetent person.
Synonyms
incapable – unfit – unable – inefficient – unqualified

OR

totally com·plic·it
/kəmˈplisit/
Noun
Involved with others in an illegal activity or wrongdoing.

the Watcher

Reply
23. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 8:58 am

Of course they knew about the bombing suspects before the attacks. they probably used the lists to recruit these Patsy’s. cant any of these sheeple realize this was
all orchestrated by our “leaders” in order to push their agendas that are aimed at stripping away our liberties in order to “protect” the people. What is so alarming
to me is how supportive some people are of this. They can’t take our guns so they buy up as much ammo as they can? Sounds to me like they are trying to disarm
the American people before they bring us all to our knees. In case you didnt know, Our own government is the largest organized criminal organization in
operation nowadays, they work above the law and answer to no one. Sad but true…

Reply
24. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 8:54 am

ABC announces Desisa won at 12:10 p.m. with 2:10 on official marathon clock. Desisa started the race at 10 a.m. Marathon rules are the clock starts and runs for
six hours and runners can have their time adjusted.

SourceFed announced the bombing occurred at 2:35 p.m., however, we all know the official marathon clock with yellow numbers shows 4:09, which is 2:09 p.m.
So I am not sure how you reconcile FBI video showing suspects at 14:37 p.m., which is 2:37 p.m. still with their back packs. Until you look at Huffington Post
pictures, which show the brothers stood for several minutes at the buildings next store to the corner they rounded and watched over 30 marathon runners go by.
Yet notice in the background the ear bud man and other guy in the suit.

David Pakman showed photo of corner where J-har escape minutes after receiving news of bombing and there is no red fire pole. He also claims marathon
cameras are now off. Yet, Piers Morgan and 60 Minutes release photo of white hat suspect fleeing next to red fire pole. It was easy to spot the discrepancy of red
fire pole, because in one photo there is a green and white sign and in the next photo it is missing causing one to look deeper. Then when you look at David
Pakman video and Universal Sports video there is not even a red fire pole on the corner near arched windows.

60 Minutes shows a totally doctored photo with 4:50 on fake marathon clock, yet universal sports shows Yamamote video with no fake marathon clock with red
numbers in street, less trees, no red fire pole on corner with arched windows, no marathon banner and no traffic light overhead at the same corner where J-har
allegedly escaped.

This event was staged and something went very wrong. The exposure comes from those in power that did not realize the Internet would expose them, which is
why they now want total control through their new Computer Security Act. We as a nation will never know the truth again if we give them this control.

Reply
ezopen2 says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:10 am

Do you have links to all those events you mentioned?

Reply
25. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 8:50 am

cruces
———–

Condecoraciones

Orden de 1 de abril de 1964 por la que se concede la Encomienda con Placa de la Orden Civil de Alfonso X el Sabio a doña Consuelo Sanz Pastor.
PDF (BOE-A-1964-6760 – 1 pág. – 105 KB)
Otros formatos

Orden de 1 de abril de 1964 por la que se concede la Encomienda con Placa de la Orden Civil de Alfonso X el Sabio a don Miguel Angel Ortí Belmonte.
PDF (BOE-A-1964-6761 – 1 pág. – 105 KB)
Otros formatos

Orden de 1 de abril de 1964 por la que se concede el ingreso en la Orden Civil de Alfonso X el Sabio a don Jesús Maynar Dupla.
PDF (BOE-A-1964-6762 – 1 pág. – 105 KB)
Otros formatos

Orden de 1 de abril de 1964 por la que se concede el ingreso en la Orden Civil de Alfonso X el Sabio a don José Manuel Pabón y Suárez de Urbina.
PDF (BOE-A-1964-6763 – 1 pág. – 105 KB)
Otros formatos
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Orden de 1 de abril de 1964 por la que se concede el ingreso en la Orden Civil de Alfonso X el Sabio a don Salvador Gil Vernet.
PDF (BOE-A-1964-6764 – 1 pág. – 105 KB)
Otros formatos

Orden de 1 de abril de 1964 por la que se concede el ingreso en la Orden Civil de Alfonso X el Sabio a don Fidel Raurich Sas.
PDF (BOE-A-1964-6765 – 1 pág. – 105 KB)
Otros formatos

Orden de 1 de abril de 1964 por la que se concede el ingreso en la Orden Civil de Alfonso X el Sabio a don José Ortego Costales.
PDF (BOE-A-1964-6766 – 1 pág. – 105 KB)
Otros formatos

Orden de 1 de abril de 1964 por la que se concede el ingreso en la Orden Civil de Alfonso X el Sabio a don Jerónimo Roure de Solache.
PDF (BOE-A-1964-6767 – 1 pág. – 105 KB)
Otros formatos

Orden de 1 de abril de 1964 por la que se concede el ingreso en la Orden Civil de Alfonso X el Sabio a don Ismael Sánchez Bella.
PDF (BOE-A-1964-6768 – 1 pág. – 105 KB)
Otros formatos

Reply
26. 322skull says:

April 27, 2013 at 8:46 am

Excellllllennnnt……………..It may be time to take a look at this video……

It just may explain a few things…….or not…..

/watch?v=9vlXmgmqBq8&list=PL024753665B781733&index=1

..Most Amusing………Word for Word………..A fortiori…………….322

Reply
27. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 8:33 am

What’s up with this Beck guy? The Blaze is ok but Beck needs to give Infowars some credit!!!

Reply
28. wayfarring stranger says:

April 27, 2013 at 8:08 am

who isnt on a terror watch list that comes to infowars?

Reply
TheIlluminatiAreReptiles says:
April 27, 2013 at 8:11 am

Be afraid, be very afraid.

Reply
29. Heuy_Long says:

April 27, 2013 at 8:05 am

By conspiring with Sunni Jihadists, “Conspiracy Nuts” are going to bury Liberty all alive.

Reply
TheIlluminatiAreReptiles says:
April 27, 2013 at 8:16 am

The only person conspiring with Sunni Jihadists is Zbigniew Brzezinski and the intelligence agencies under his influence.

Reply
Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 8:19 am

Heuy, it is the FBI who conspired with those guys. Don’t be a fool. Andrew Napolitano showed a couple of days ago that of the 17 terror plots the FBI
thwarted since 9/11, ALL SEVENTEEN OF THEM were run by them. Why should Boston be any different? Wake up and smell the coffee.

Reply
TheIlluminatiAreReptiles says:
April 27, 2013 at 8:25 am

smell the fear

Reply
Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:12 am

Saying Muslim Terrorist is like saying Good Bad Guy or Christian Terrorist. Which one is it? Sunni or Terrorist? Can’t be both. The second someone
chooses evil they are no longer choosing good and shouldn’t be labeled as such. Muslims denounce all terrorism.
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Reply
DILLG79 says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:59 am

SO I GUESS THAT WOULD INCLUDE OBAMA? SAVE YOUR LAST BRAIN CELLS TO GO GET YOUR GMO SPECIAL, TONIGHT.

Reply
30. I am Merrie says:

April 27, 2013 at 7:57 am

THANKS ALEX! YOU JUST PUSHED IT OVER! IF YOU LISTENED TO COAST TO COAST TONIGHT THE CALLERS SAID A LOT! ONE CALLER
SAID OBAMA READ HIS SPEACH IN SAUDI ARABIA IN THEIR TONGUE AND SAID “IM ONE OF YOU! ALL THIS EXPLAINS THIS! MCB

PS> I KEEP SAYING “THE SCAPE GOAT!” ALL YOU CHRISTIANS THAT ARE SCAPEGOATING THESE BOYS ARE GUILTY AND YOUR
SALVATION IS ON THE LINE! MCB

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — The Taliban on Saturday announced the start of their spring offensive, signaling plans to step up attacks as the weather warms
across Afghanistan, making both travel and fighting easier.

The statement comes toward the end of a month that already has been the deadliest of the year.

Reply
31. TheIlluminatiAreReptiles says:

April 27, 2013 at 7:56 am

Thank you Alex and Infowars. You just saved me 12 hours of sitting through corporate/government media coverage of this event, only to be less informed of
what really happened than I was at the beginning. Time to put some more bumper stickers on my car. While Alex is right about a great awakening, the majority of
the public is sinking deeper into their complacency and “abnormalcy” bias. These are moral midgets who’d rather run into the pits to be shot than face the truth
that everything we’ve been told is a lie.

Reply
32. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 7:50 am

YOU COULD BE FRAMED NEXT!!!

THEPRIVACYWARRIOR DOT WEEBLY DOT COM

PROTECT YOURSELF THIS IS AN EMERGENCY

Reply
33. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 7:43 am

Some simple questions:
1. Is there any ballistics evidence matching officer collier to tamerlan gun?
2. If the younger brother ran away on foot after the shootout, would not he have been an easy find immediately with all those police and dogs available?
3. Anyone find out yet who Naked Man in arrest video is?

Reply
Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 7:51 am

1. That I don’t know, but it is kinda funny I heard a report that they killed him for his gun…… by shooting him in the chest 4 or 5 times.
2. They said he ran over his older brother and sped away, dumped the vehicle then we must assume he (wounded) found shelter in that boat. People have
pointed out if he was injured couldn’t dogs easily track him that short distance? Maybe they needed house to house practice.
3. Snopes said officials state the naked man was questioned and released and was in fact not Tamerlin. To my knowledge no one has come forth to say they
were the naked man.

Reply
34. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 7:42 am

The Feds have been caught lying so many times you have to assume most everything they say is a lie or distortion.

Reply
TheIlluminatiAreReptiles says:
April 27, 2013 at 8:27 am

That’s always my first assumption with anything related to national security. The government has to PROVE that it didn’t do it.

Reply
35. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 7:42 am

It amazes me how every time a tragedy happens this shmuck just jumps the gun yelling “false flag” to profit off it.. Hey buddy don’t you think tragedies can
happen without the involvement of government? Are the Mujahideen also fabricated?

Reply
TheIlluminatiAreReptiles says:
April 27, 2013 at 7:59 am
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Yes.

Reply
ezopen2 says:
April 27, 2013 at 8:00 am

I never heard of this guy before. And many people I know, who’ve never heard of Alex before either, all say there is something way off about this story.

Reply
Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 9:27 am

And I would say that you drink too much fluoridated tap water and drink too many diet cokes…wow are you stupid. Go back to sheepleland.

Reply
36. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 7:40 am

This reminds me of a seen off of the movie billy madisen where the people in the stationwagon runs over a banana peel chanting Odoyle Rules! Odoyle Rules!
and then procedes to driving off a cliff just use USA instead of Odoyle Rules! just a thought

Reply
37. Non-person says:

April 27, 2013 at 7:40 am

www dot brian520 dot wordpress dot com

Reply
38. Non-person says:

April 27, 2013 at 7:39 am

Sirius movie (sirius-disclosure) Dr. Steven Greer. www dot sirius dot neverendinglight dot com

Reply
39. Non-person says:

April 27, 2013 at 7:35 am

The Eagles “Peaceful Easy Feeling” from self-titled debut album “The Eagles” copyright 1972 Asylum records.

Reply
40. Non-person says:

April 27, 2013 at 7:30 am

Genesis “Abacab” copyright 1981 Atlantic records.

Reply
41. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 7:22 am

Very simple formula really:

1. Find people at odds with our government’s policies
2. Help radicalize them and push them toward action
3. Aid and abet them in a terrorist plot
a. Foil plot, take glory and justify your funding
b. Allow plot to proceed, justify more funding, introduce new, more restrictive laws
4. If any of these activities is uncovered, say there will be a full operational investigation
5. Rinse and repeat

Reply
David B says:
April 27, 2013 at 7:32 am

Bullseye!! Center 10 ring!!

Reply
42. ezopen2 says:

April 27, 2013 at 7:21 am

So, I’m a very new to this false flag stuff. Had no idea. All the while the news reports were coming out during the Boston Bombing my gut told me something as
just way off. Long story short, I was introduced to inforwars and much of what I believed about Boston was confirmed here. I’ve had many sleepless nights since
then. I will say that I was a “mini-conspiracy” theorist in that I started working a local school district about 9 years ago and from about my 2nd year I would see
and hear things that would make me go WTH??? In my mind I thought if what I see is 1% of the kind of corruption that can be found in big gov’t – we’re
screwed. And ya can’t fight local gov’t any better. They all employ the same tactic – make you look crazy and unstable.

Now I’ve stumbled upon Susan Lindauer story.

And I’ll say it again; we’re screwed.
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April 27, 2013 at 7:13 am

MANTIS INTELLIGENCE has launched its new project called ‘Terrorism Initiate : Trend Point Analytics’ which includes a database of 85,000 names on the
NO FLY LIST!!!, Terrorist Group Areas of Operations, Cyber Attack Database, and Nation-State funding of terrorist groups——incredible how you can see that
the US has funded almost every terrorist group!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Reply
44. Deadsoldiersreveng says:

April 27, 2013 at 6:57 am

there not called the federal terrorists for nothing.. they are terrorists!!.. lets treat them them that way….
there not here to help us.. we are on are own…..

Reply
45. Anonymous says:

April 27, 2013 at 6:56 am

very well done

Reply
46. StevenGlansburg says:

April 27, 2013 at 6:49 am

The US government would never hurt its own people. Sorry, I just don’t buy this.

Reply
Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 6:58 am

HAHAHAHA! You are a fool.

Reply
TheIlluminatiAreReptiles says:
April 27, 2013 at 8:18 am

That was sarcasm.

Reply
47. stibbs22 says:

April 27, 2013 at 6:40 am

The feds are the failure, not you.

The solution to the USA federal problem has been put forth previously but bears repeating.

Return to the one state solution, dissolve the Federal government and after separation (returning to separate states as was originally) reform in a different form,
still the USA but not a confederation but a contract.

food for thought.

Reply
48. davecic says:

April 27, 2013 at 6:27 am

COME CLEAN!?, Very early on the said they had interviewed him

Reply
CmonMan says:
April 27, 2013 at 6:47 am

Yes, but this is InfoWars and Alex Jones we are talking. This dbag makes his money be selling these fake, or extremely exaggerated stories. Just Google
“failed Alex Jones predictions”. This guy sells B.S. day after day.

Reply
Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 8:02 am

Then also google Alex Jones predictions true and decided yourself.

Reply
Anonymous says:
April 27, 2013 at 6:57 am

SHUT UP TROLL.

Reply
ezopen2 says:
April 27, 2013 at 7:23 am

While at the same time releasing a video of the suspects and asking for help in identifying them.
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FRIDAY: NIGHTLY NEWS;
THE BOSTON BOMBING
NARRATIVE SHIFTS
TOWARD THE PRIOR

KNOWLEDGE OF THE
ESTABLISHMENT.

FRIDAY: THE ALEX JONES
SHOW: A POWER PACKED
VOICES OF LIBERTY
SHOW. PLUS, ALEX

VISITS THE SITE OF THE
FERTILIZER EXPLOSION IN
WEST,TEXAS.

THURSDAY: THE
NIGHTLY NEWS; MSNBC
TURNS UP THE RIDICULE
FROM ITS LOWLY

RATINGS PERCH COURTESY OF
RACHEL MADDOW.

SPECIAL REPORT: FIVE
SMOKING GUNS OF THE
BOSTON MARATHON
BOMBING
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Census Bureau is Out of Control! See the rest on the Alex Jones YouTube channel.

Gerald Celente: Temple of The Bankers See the rest on the Alex Jones YouTube channel.
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